Dissolved organic matter in lakes

Chemical diversity and continuum of reactivity
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Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is the largest pool of organic carbon in aquatic systems and an important component of the global carbon cycle. Large amounts of DOM are decomposed within lakes, resulting in fluxes of CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ to the atmosphere. Therefore, there is a considerable interest in understanding the controls of DOM decomposition in freshwaters. There is evidence that in lakes intrinsic controls related to DOM composition are of primary importance, yet our knowledge about molecular drivers of DOM degradation is limited. This thesis addresses the link between chemical composition and reactivity of lake DOM by applying an experimental approach, molecular-level DOM characterization, and kinetic modeling of DOM decay.

The first study shows that photoinduced transformations and partial removal of colored aromatic components of DOM have profound effects on DOM degradation kinetics, mediated by the shifts in the relative share of rapidly and slowly degrading DOM fractions. Two following studies estimate exponential decay coefficients for each individual molecular formula identified within bulk DOM. A continuous distribution of exponential decay coefficients is found within bulk DOM, which directly corroborates the central and previously empirically untested assumption behind the reactivity continuum model of DOM decay. Further, individual decay rates are evaluated in connection to specific molecular properties. On average, highly unsaturated and phenolic compounds appear to be more persistent than compounds with higher aromatic content (plant polyphenols and polycondensed aromatics), and aliphatic compounds demonstrate the highest decay rates. The reactivity of aromatics additionally increases with increasing nominal oxidation state of carbon. Molecular analysis further indicates that increasing reactivity of DOM after UV exposure is caused by disintegration of supramolecular complexes. Study IV shows that changes in relative proportion of terrestrial versus algal DOM control degradability of DOM through seasons. Under ice, when algal-derived DOM is maximally depleted, DOM degradation potential converges to similarly low levels, regardless of lake type (productive or humic), and bacterial respiration primarily relies on terrestrial carbon. This suggests a general pattern of baseline metabolism across boreal lakes. I conclude that DOM is a dynamic reactivity continuum and a tight link exists between DOM behavior and compositional properties.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{Imod}}$</td>
<td>Modified aromaticity index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBE</td>
<td>Double bond equivalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>Dissolved organic carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM</td>
<td>Dissolved organic matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEM</td>
<td>Excitation-emission matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI</td>
<td>Electrospray ionization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-ICR-MS</td>
<td>Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOSC</td>
<td>Nominal oxidation state of carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>Organic matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAFAC</td>
<td>Parallel factor analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principal component analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC model</td>
<td>Reactivity continuum model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUVA</td>
<td>Specific UV absorbance at 254 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

Dissolved organic matter in lakes

Present-day limnology is to a large extent focused on carbon biogeochemistry. This particular focus emerged from a multitude of observations and estimates, all pointing toward a significant involvement of lakes in the global carbon cycling (Cole et al. 2007, Tranvik et al. 2009). The transformation of carbon in lakes is ultimately linked to organic matter (OM), produced internally by living organisms or delivered from soil via the terrestrial runoff. In aquatic environments OM exists predominantly in dissolved and colloidal form, and a collective term “dissolved organic matter” (DOM) is used to refer to this wide range of organic compounds.

Lake water DOM is extensively involved in ecological and biogeochemical processes. It is a primary energy source for heterotrophic bacteria and an important carbon subsidy for higher trophic levels (Azam et al. 1983, Tranvik 1992, Carpenter et al. 2005, Karlsson et al. 2012). Humic organic matter of terrestrial origin encompasses structures with light-absorbing properties and compounds with acidic functional groups, which has implications for the light regime and acid-base chemistry in lakes (Lydersen 1998, Perdue and Ritchie 2003, Wetzel 2003). Due to its binding and coagulation properties DOM can influence the toxicity of metals and availability of nutrients (Perdue 1998). From the perspective of ecosystem services, high concentrations of DOM in lake water pose a challenge for drinking water treatment (Lavonen et al. 2013).

Although globally lakes occupy only 3.7% of the non-glaciated land area (Verpoorter et al. 2014), they represent disproportionally active sites for organic carbon processing (Cole et al. 2007). Among the major carbon processing pathways are microbial and photochemical mineralization of DOM, and sedimentation with subsequent storage. Boreal lakes receive particularly large amounts of allochthonous (terrestrially-derived) DOM. Despite its relative resistance to biodegradation, this terrigenous DOM is an essential resource for heterotrophic microorganisms (Hessen 1992, Tranvik 1992). As a result, most boreal lakes are net-heterotrophic, and emit substantial amounts of carbon dioxide and methane to the atmosphere (Duarte and Prairie 2005, Bastviken et al. 2011, Raymond et al. 2013).

While in the recent decades our knowledge about lake DOM advanced to a great extent, the specific controls of DOM decomposition still require
clarification. Heavy dependency of OM degradation on extrinsic factors has been demonstrated in soils (Schmidt et al. 2011), but in freshwaters intrinsic properties of DOM, such as molecular composition and DOM size, appear to dominate over extrinsic factors (Kellerman et al. 2015a). The composition of lake water DOM is highly diverse, and it is difficult to identify specific intrinsic drivers of DOM degradation. However, with appropriate analytical methods for DOM characterization and a realistic vision of OM decay, our understanding of the link between composition and decay of DOM can be improved.

Reactivity continuum of organic matter

Microbial decomposition of OM involves hydrolysis of OM constituents by bacterial extracellular enzymes and a subsequent uptake and metabolism of hydrolysis products. However, different compounds are hydrolyzed, taken up, and metabolized by bacteria with unequal efficiency (Arnosti 2011). For example, lake water compounds produced by autotrophs, such as amino acids, carbohydrates, and low molecular weight carboxylic acids, can be mineralized within hours or days (Bertilsson and Tranvik 1998). In contrast, vascular plant-derived components of allochthonous origin, such as some lignin constituents, can resist biological degradation for weeks and years. It has been abundantly shown that different fractions of OM degrade at different rates (e.g., Westrich and Berner 1984, Amon and Benner 1996, Guillemette and del Giorgio 2011) and, for realistic description and modeling of OM decay, this fact needs to be taken into account.

Early attempts to describe OM decomposition presented OM as a homogenous pool degrading following apparent first-order kinetics (linear or exponential decay) (Olson 1963, Berner 1964). However, a growing number of observations contradicted this view (e.g., Skopintsev 1981, Pelet 1984) and discrete multi-exponential models were suggested as an alternative. In the frame of this new approach, the OM was conceptually divided into two or three pools of differing and constant reactivity (Westrich and Berner 1984), and OM decay was described as a sum of pool-specific exponential decay functions. However, since it was nearly impossible to assess the amount and reactivity of each conceptual pool empirically, and a discrete low number of pools appeared conceptually unrealistic, these models were later criticized (e.g., Middelburg 1989, Koehler and Tranvik 2015).

A more realistic approach was offered by the theory of a reactivity continuum, which views OM as a continuous spectrum of reactive constituents ranging from fast to slowly decaying (Carpenter 1981, Boudreau and Ruddick 1991, Bosatta and Ågren 1995). The corresponding statistical reactivity continuum model (RC model) assumes an infinite number of reactive components within OM, with each component
undergoing a first-order exponential decay. The mass loss of OM over time is calculated as an integral of the exponential decay functions, weighted by an initial probability distribution of reactivity (Boudreau and Ruddick 1991). Assuming that the probability distribution of reactivity follows a gamma distribution (Boudreau and Ruddick 1991), the RC model has only two fit parameters. The apparent decay coefficient $k$ can be calculated at each time point. Accordingly, the RC model allows calculating the decrease in OM reactivity over time.

A number of studies have advocated the benefits of the RC model for a simple and realistic description of OM decomposition (e.g., Vähätalo et al. 2010; Koehler and Tranvik 2015). The RC model is computationally simple and, unlike its predecessors, accounts for the heterogeneity of OM. Therefore, the RC model could be a useful tool for understanding the controllers of OM decay. Moreover, the assumptions of the RC model remain so far empirically untested, which in itself is an interesting angle for a study. Specifically, it has not been directly shown before that individual DOM constituents undergo a first-order exponential decay and form a continuous spectrum of decay rates within bulk DOM.

**Approaches to DOM characterization**

Extreme chemical complexity of DOM poses large difficulties for characterization of DOM structure, properties, and source. However, a considerable interest in understanding the links between the quality of DOM and its fate in aquatic systems prompted the advent of powerful techniques for DOM characterization. Two major groups of methods, optical characterization techniques, and ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry, are discussed below.

Optical methods, including absorbance and fluorescence spectroscopy rely on light-absorbing properties of DOM. These are effective and accessible techniques, useful for characterization of aromatic content (e.g., specific UV absorbance SUVA, Weishaar et al. 2003; fluorescence index FI, McKnight et al. 2001), molecular weight (e.g., absorption spectral slopes, Helms et al. 2008), as well as the source and relative abundances of aromatic versus aliphatic, or humic versus protein-like fractions of DOM (various fluorescence indexes and specific fluorescent components; Fellman et al. 2010; Stedmon and Markager 2005). At present, optical techniques remain highly useful for describing and comparing quality of DOM, but have rarely been used in combination with the RC model of OM decay. While giving an idea of OM characteristics, absorbance and fluorescence do not provide detailed information about the molecules underpinning the optical properties. This gap can be bridged by ultrahigh resolution analytical techniques capable of characterizing DOM at the molecular level.
The applications of ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry span across a broad field of sciences that require detailed analysis of complex environmental mixtures. Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS) coupled with soft ionization methods (electrospray ionization, ESI) is capable of resolving composition of DOM down to the level of individual molecular masses. FT-ICR-MS can simultaneously detect thousands of molecular masses in the sample with the accuracy of 0.1 mDa (Kim et al. 2006), and molecular formula can be assigned to each mass with good confidence (Stenson et al. 2003, Koch et al. 2005, 2007). The structural information about the detected compounds (saturation state, the oxidation state of carbon, presence of aromatic structures, etc.) can be further deduced based on their molecular formulas (Koch and Dittmar 2006, Riedel et al. 2012, Šantl-Temkiv et al. 2013).

FT-ICR-MS is extensively used for comparing the DOM between study sites (e.g., Koch et al. 2005, Kellerman et al. 2014), and untangling the effects of biological and photochemical transformations of DOM (e.g., Stubbins et al. 2010, Riedel et al. 2016). Coupling the information of molecular characteristics of DOM with the assessment of DOM reactivity can further provide important insights into the intrinsic controllers of DOM decomposition in lake water.
Aims of the thesis

In this PhD project, I looked into fundamental but hitherto rarely addressed patterns in the dynamics of natural organic matter, specifically focusing on a link between chemical composition and degradation kinetics of lake DOM.

The papers included in this thesis aimed to address the following questions:

- How do kinetics of DOM degradation respond to alterations in specific fractions of lake DOM? (Papers I and IV)
- Does behavior of individual molecular constituents support the main premise of the RC model, namely that there is a continuous spectrum of reactivity within bulk DOM? (Paper II)
- What specific molecular properties influence the disappearance rate of lake DOM constituents? (Paper III)
- How does seasonality affect DOM composition and degradation potential in lakes of differing productivity and humic content, and what factors set the limits for baseline metabolism of DOM in lakes? (Paper IV)
Methods

Study lakes
For the first experiment (Papers I-III) water was sampled from three brown-water lakes, similar in dissolved organic carbon (DOC)\(^1\) concentration. For the second experiment (Paper IV) water was sampled from four lakes differing in DOC concentration, water color, and productivity. All sampled lakes are located in south-central Sweden. The catchments are underlain by calcareous moraine and granitic bedrock, and dominated by coniferous forest. Water for the experiment in papers I-III was sampled in October 2013, and water for the experiment presented in paper IV was sampled once every month from February to July 2013.

DOM decomposition experiments
The DOM decomposition experiments were carried out on filtered water with addition of a small inoculum (plankton net filtered aliquot from the respective lake, 5 or 1% of the volume). Subsamples for optical analysis were taken before the start of incubations. The water was incubated in sealed 40 mL vials, at 20°C and in the dark. Over several time intervals the vials were sacrificed to measure DOC. Subsamples for mass spectrometry analysis (papers II, III) were taken at the same time.

Experiment I, discussed from different angles in papers I-III, was conducted for 120 days. A complete setup included four treatments: non-manipulated lake water (Control), lake water pretreated with UV light (UV treatment), lake water pretreated with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP treatment), and a combination of the last two (UV-PVP treatment) (Figure 1). Manipulations with UV and PVP were conducted prior to the start of dark incubation, to alter the composition of lake water DOM through phototransformation and removal of phenolic compounds, respectively. The details about phenol-binding properties of PVP are described elsewhere (Carpenter et al. 1976, Freeman et al. 2004).

\(^1\) DOM and DOC are often used as synonyms since DOC is a main fraction of DOM. Further in the text, the term DOC is used to refer to analytically measured concentration.
Figure 1. The outline of DOM decomposition experiment (Papers I-III). Lake water was filtered (0.2 µm), treated by UV light or/and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and, after addition of a small inoculum (5% of the volume), transferred to 40 mL vials. The incubations were performed for 120 days, at 20°C and in the dark. Complete design included 24 time series (3 lakes × 4 treatments × 2 replicates).

Experiment II (Paper IV) was performed on water from four lakes covering a gradient in DOC, productivity, and humic content, and new incubation series were added every month upon new sampling, in order to assess the change of degradation potential of DOM through seasons. The incubations were standardized (90 days at 20°C in the dark).

DOM characterization
Concentration and isotopic signatures
The concentration of DOC was measured on a Sievers 900 TOC (total organic carbon) analyzer (General Electric Analytical Instruments). Dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) concentration and δ¹³C isotopic signature were determined on a modified Aurora 1030W TOC analyzer (OI Analytical) connected to a Finnigan MAT Delta Plus isotope ratio mass spectrometer with a ConFlo III interface (Thermo Finnigan).
Absorbance and fluorescence

Absorbance spectra were collected on filtered water across the range of 200–600 nm with a Lambda 40 UV-visible spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer). Absorbance values were converted into Naperian absorption coefficients, $a$ (m$^{-1}$) (Kirk 1994). Colored DOM (CDOM) was represented either by integrating $a$ in the range of 250–500 nm (Moran et al. 2000), or as $a$ at 440 nm ($a_{440}$). Specific UV absorbance (SUVA), indicating a degree of aromaticity, was calculated by dividing the absorbance at 254 nm ($A_{254}$) by DOC concentration and optical path length (Weishaar et al. 2003). A slope ratio ($S_R$), suggestive of molecular weight, was calculated as described in Helms et al. (2008). Ratio of absorbance at 365 and 250 nm was used as an indicator of molecular size (Peuravuori and Pihlaja 1997).

Fluorescence excitation emission matrices (EEMs) were generated on filtered water using a Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon), with excitation measured at 260–450 nm with 5 nm increments and emission measured between 300–600 nm with 2 nm increments. The EEMs were blank-subtracted, corrected for instrument-specific biases (Cory et al. 2010) and inner filter effects (Kothawala et al. 2013), and normalized to Raman units (Lawaetz and Stedmon 2009).

The following indexes were calculated from the corrected EEMs: fluorescence index (used to distinguish between microbial and terrestrial sources of DOM; Cory et al. 2010, McKnight et al. 2001), freshness index (indicates the contribution of recently produced DOM; Parlanti et al. 2000, Fellman et al. 2010), and humification index (an indicator of aromatic content in DOM; Zsolnay et al. 1999, Fellman et al. 2010).

The corrected EEMs were modeled with parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) (Murphy et al. 2013) and six fluorescent components were identified by the analysis: four components associated with different types of humic-like fluorescence, one microbial humic-like component, and one tryptophan-like component.

Ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry

In the experiment discussed in papers II and III samples for mass spectrometry analysis were taken at 12 different time points from non-manipulated and UV-manipulated treatments (Figure 1). Lake water samples were analyzed on a 15-Tesla Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (FT-ICR-MS; Bruker Daltonics) coupled to an electrospray ionization source operating in negative mode. The samples were diluted with ultrapure water to a concentration of 10 mg C L$^{-1}$ and mixed with methanol in a proportion of 2:1 (final concentration 6.7 mg C L$^{-1}$). Mass spectra were collected within a range of 150–2000 m/z. A reference sample of North
Equatorial Pacific Intermediate Water (NEqPIW) (Green et al. 2014) was run at the beginning and end of each day of analysis.

Only peaks with a signal to noise ratio greater than four were considered. Molecular formulas were assigned based on the following criteria: $C \geq O; O > (2P + S); N \leq 4; S \leq 4$ and $P \leq 1$. Contaminant peaks and peaks detected in procedural blanks were removed. $S$-containing, $P$-containing, and $N>1$-containing peaks were not included in our studies. Detection limit was applied based on dynamic range (see paper II for details). In each sample the intensities were normalized to the total intensity and multiplied to account for dilution, i.e., to get an estimate of the intensity in the original undiluted sample.

Atomic H/C and O/C ratios, double bond equivalence and modified aromaticity index (DBE and $A_{\text{mod}}$; Koch and Dittmar 2006), and nominal oxidation state of carbon (NOSC; Riedel 2012) were calculated for each molecular formula. Compound groups were outlined based on $A_{\text{mod}}$ and H/C ratio, as polycondensed aromatics ($A_{\text{mod}}>0.66$; Koch and Dittmar 2006), plant polyphenols ($0.50<A_{\text{mod}} \leq 0.66$; Kellerman et al. 2015a), highly unsaturated and phenolic compounds ($A_{\text{mod}} \leq 0.5$ & H/C<1.5; Šantl-Temkiv et al. 2013), and aliphatics (H/C$\geq 1.5$; Riedel et al. 2016).

Modeling of DOM decomposition
Reactivity continuum modeling

Decomposition of DOM was modeled with the gamma reactivity continuum model (RC model). The RC model assumes an infinite number of reactive species within bulk DOM, characterized by a continuous gamma distribution of decay coefficients $k$ (each individual compound is assumed to follow single pool exponential decay). The time series of DOC mass loss were modeled as:

$$\frac{\text{DOC}_t}{\text{DOC}_0} = \left( \frac{a}{a+t} \right)^v$$

where $a$ and $v$ are rate and shape parameters of the simulated gamma distribution of the initial decay coefficients $k$, respectively (Boudreau and Ruddick 1991, Koehler et al. 2012). The apparent decay coefficient $k_t$ (day$^{-1}$) can be calculated for any time point as:

$$k_t = \frac{v}{a+t}$$

(Boudreau et al. 2008). Accordingly, $v/a$ gives the initial apparent first-order decay coefficient $k_0$ (expected value of the initial probability distribution of
reactivity), and the sequence of \( k_i \) simulates a continuous decrease in reactivity over time.

**Exponential modeling of individual formula time series**

Provided that the sample matrix is similar, the signal intensity of each molecular mass is essentially linearly proportional to the concentration of the corresponding isomeric mixture of compounds (Seidel et al. 2015). This fact allowed us to model mass spectrometry data according to the assumption of the RC model that each individual compound undergoes single exponential decay (Boudreau and Ruddick 1991). The time series of formula-specific intensities were modeled as:

\[
\frac{I_t}{I_0} = e^{-k_{exp} t}
\]

where \( k_{exp} \) is an exponential decay coefficient (day\(^{-1}\)) and \( I_t/I_0 \) is the change in intensity over time (Olson 1963).

**Statistical analysis and specific data representation**

For paper I statistical analysis of the effects of pretreatments (UV, PVP) on initial conditions of incubations (DOC concentration, optical characteristics) was carried out using linear mixed effect models, with treatment set as fixed effect and lake set as a random effect. For papers I and II, the initial probability distribution of decay coefficients was presented using cumulative probability plots. These plots convey information that cannot be retrieved from otherwise more intuitive density plots or histograms, and allow evaluating the proportion of DOM associated with a specific range of initial decay coefficients \( k \) (see papers I and II for the details).

In paper III, the association of exponential decay coefficients with the groups of chemical compounds was visualized on van Krevelen diagrams in which each molecule is displayed in a plot of the atomic ratios – H/C versus O/C (Kim et al. 2003).

In paper IV, principal component analysis (PCA) was used to explore the variability in DOM characteristics (optical parameters, composition-related indexes) across seasons and trophic status of the sampled lakes. The Keeling plot method was used to evaluate the sources of respired carbon. Bacterial respiration adds \( \text{CO}_2 \) of a given \( \delta^{13}\text{C} \) signature to the background DIC pool over the course of an incubation, and a linear relation exists between \( \delta^{13}\text{C} \) and the inverse DIC concentration where the intercept corresponds to isotopic signature of respired \( \text{CO}_2 \) (Karlsson et al. 2007).
Results and discussion

How do kinetics of DOM degradation respond to alterations in specific fractions of lake DOM? (Papers I and IV)

Extreme complexity of natural OM and the diversity of its interactions with the environment make it difficult to identify the principal drivers of OM degradation. The decisive role of extrinsic controls has been demonstrated in soils (Schmidt et al. 2011), but in aquatic environments composition and size of OM have been identified as primary determinants of OM fate (Kellerman et al. 2015a, Walker et al. 2016). The ideas about degradability of different fractions of freshwater DOM are nevertheless conflicting, and our understanding of how changes in DOM quality translate into changes in decomposition rates is incomplete. For example, colored aromatic compounds have long been considered the most refractory component of freshwater DOM (Tranvik 1992), but recently it was shown that colored aromatic DOM can be preferentially removed on longer time scales (Koehler et al. 2012, Weyhenmeyer et al. 2012, Kellerman et al. 2015a). Further, the DOM photoproduts are often assumed to be rather short-lived (hours-days) (Wetzel et al. 1995, Bertilsson and Tranvik 1998) and not many studies have explored whether photoproduced DOM can persist for longer time (e.g., months).

In papers I and IV we show that changes in DOM composition, whether experimentally-induced or seasonal, have profound effects on DOM decomposition kinetics.

In paper I, we manipulated DOM composition by exposing lake water to artificial UV light, and by removing phenolic compounds with PVP. While certain fractions of DOM were completely lost as a result of these pretreatments, optical analysis suggested that in the UV treatment aromatic compounds were also transformed into more biodegradable smaller fragments. Optical parameters additionally indicated that PVP effectively removed colored aromatic DOM, but did not exclusively target high molecular weight fraction of these compounds.

UV exposure resulted in significant increase in the initial decay coefficient $k_0$, compared to non-manipulated control (Figure 2). Moreover, tracing the decrease in reactivity over time showed that the stimulating effect
of UV on DOM decomposition was sustained for about 55 days (Figure 2B). Hence, we show that photochemical transformations can influence DOM decomposition beyond the timescale of hours and days, typically reported as a lifetime of low molecular weight photoproducts (Bertilsson and Tranvik 1998). In the PVP treatment, where aromatic compounds were partially removed, decomposition decelerated compared to the control (Figure 2). The higher relative rate of DOC loss in the presence of these aromatic compounds suggests that they make an important contribution to the reactivity of DOM at the time scale of our experiment (120 days). This result is consistent with recent studies showing preferential loss of colored aromatic DOM in inland waters (Koehler et al. 2012, Weyhenmeyer et al. 2012).

**Figure 2.** Time series of relative DOC loss with RC model fits (A) and RC model-simulated decrease in reactivity over time (B) in experimental treatments of Lake Övre Långsjön. Control refers to non-manipulated treatment. Error bars correspond to differences between the measurements from duplicate vials. Note that decay coefficient $k$ is initially almost 3-fold higher in the UV treatment than in the control, and remains higher than in the control for about 55 days.

Paper I additionally showed that for the description of DOM degradation the RC model generally provided a better fit than linear or single exponential models. Furthermore, the RC model successfully captured how the changes in the colored fraction of DOM shift the distribution of the reactivity continuum within bulk DOM. Only a few previous studies focused on reactivity continuum theory in relation to lake water DOM. Our results speak in favor of the RC model and emphasize that composition and decay of lake DOM are linked through variations in the distribution of reactivity.

Paper IV explores how seasonal shifts in DOM composition affect the degradation potential of DOM. The latter is evaluated as a decay coefficient $k$ derived from standardized (3 months at 20°C) bioassays, initiated at different dates from winter to summer. Here we show that the lack of algal (and possibly photoproduced) components in winter DOM results in the lowest decay coefficients, which demonstrates that low degradation rates of DOM in winter are not attributed solely to reduced temperatures, but also likely influenced by the inherent properties of DOM. Accordingly, the
winter DOM pool was dominated by high molecular weight and aromatic fractions as compared to summer where fresher and more aliphatic compounds were found.

Does behavior of individual molecular constituents support the main premise of the RC model, namely that there is a continuous spectrum of reactivity within bulk DOM? (Paper II)

Single-pool exponential and discrete multiexponential models of OM decomposition imply that OM consists of a limited number of homogenous kinetic pools (typically, 1–3). At the same time, high resolution analytical techniques show that OM consists of thousands of compounds of different structure (Koch and Dittmar 2006, Minor et al. 2012). Such diversity in structure suggests the diversity in chemical properties that goes beyond a few kinetic pools. To overcome the unrealistic visions of OM complexity, OM was conceptualized as a continuous spectrum of compounds of differing reactivity (Carpenter 1981, Boudreau and Ruddick 1991, Bosatta and Ågren 1995). This concept and the reactivity continuum model of OM decay are in the focus of paper II.

Paper II discusses the fundamentals of organic matter decomposition and investigates whether reactivity continuum theory is supported by the empirical data on rates of decomposition of individual molecular constituents of the DOM. The study is based on a subset of DOM decomposition experiment described in detail in the methods section (Figure 1).

The RC theory proposes the existence of a continuous range of reactivities within bulk OM. Accordingly, the RC model assumes that each individual compound within bulk OM decays following a single-pool exponential model (Boudreau and Ruddick 1991). To get to the compound level, we combined ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry with kinetic modeling. The signal intensity of each molecular mass is essentially linearly proportional to the concentration of the corresponding isomeric mixture of compounds (Seidel et al. 2015). Hence, for every molecular mass with a corresponding assigned formula, we fitted the single exponential model to changes in the signal intensity over decomposition time and acquired a decay coefficient $k_{\text{exp}}$.

We show that individual molecular formulas within bulk DOM indeed produce a continuous range of decay coefficients (Figure 3), as predicted by the RC model. However, the range of empirically derived exponential decay coefficients ($k_{\text{exp}}$) was narrower than the range simulated with the RC modeling of the bulk DOC mass loss. The reasons for this discrepancy are discussed in detail in paper II.
The expected effect of phototransformations on the reactivity continuum of DOM was clearly visible in the mass spectrometry derived data. Accordingly, the distribution of decay coefficients shifted toward higher values in the UV treatment (Figure 3). This suggests that, despite the possible method limitations, our approach to the datasets was reliable. Our results further demonstrate that the reactivity continuum of lake DOM emerges from a multitude of individual components of different reactivity, which supports the main premise of the RC model of OM decomposition.

![Figure 3. Distribution of exponential decay coefficients within bulk DOM. The distributions are continuous, and UV-treatment distribution is shifted toward higher decay coefficients. The data shows the treatments of Lake Ramsjön.](image)

What specific molecular properties influence the disappearance rate of lake DOM constituents? (Paper III)

Intrinsic properties of DOM have been identified as important controllers of DOM persistence in lakes (Kellerman et al. 2015a). However, the exact relationship between DOM composition and reactivity still requires clarification. The observed behavior of bulk DOM is an integrated result of many multidirectional influences and isolating the major drivers of decomposition requires a thoughtful approach.

Paper III addresses molecular determinants of DOM reactivity in lake water, and is based on the subset of DOM decomposition experiment (Figure 1) which considers non-manipulated and UV-manipulated experimental treatments. Here, using ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry data, we characterize molecular properties of lake DOM, and model formula-specific decay to link molecular characteristics to reactivity of DOM. The decay coefficient $k_{exp}$ was calculated for each formula, by fitting a single
exponential model to the relative change in peak intensities over decomposition time (120 days).

We show that $k_{exp}$ forms a continuous distribution within each group of compounds, i.e., both fast and slowly degrading compounds were present in each group (Figure 4). The exact character of the distributions, however, differed between the groups (Figure 4). The group of highly unsaturated and phenolic compounds, likely representing the products of vascular plant decay, was dominated by the lowest $k_{exp}$. Aliphatic compounds (H/C>1.5) demonstrated the highest reactivity. Compounds with increased aromatic content (plant polyphenols and polycondensed aromatics) showed intermediate reactivity in the non-manipulated treatment (Figure 4), and high reactivity in the UV-manipulated treatment. The fact that compounds with high aromatic content were on average more reactive than less aromatic compounds (highly unsaturated and phenolic) could be considered surprising since colored humic DOM is often associated with low decay rates (Tranvik 1998). Yet, this result is in line with the recent findings suggesting that colored terrestrial DOM is removed faster than bulk DOM on longer timescales (Koehler et al. 2012, Weyhenmeyer et al. 2012).

Further, in our study the disappearance rate of compounds with high aromatic content increased with increasing nominal oxidation state of carbon. This result shows a striking similarity to the conclusions of Kellerman et al. (2015a) who, using FT-ICR-MS analysis of DOM from 109 Swedish lakes, showed that oxidized aromatic DOM is preferentially removed with increasing water residence time of the sampled lakes. The role of oxygen content and carbon oxidation state in reactivity of DOM is still debated, and we encourage further studies of this complex subject.

Molecular mass did not influence $k_{exp}$ in the non-manipulated treatment, but was inversely related with $k_{exp}$ in the UV-manipulated treatment. Between 87.7 and 97.9% of formulas identified in non-manipulated treatment were also present in the UV-manipulated treatment. Notably, the
$k_{\text{exp}}$ associated with these shared formulas was often higher in the UV-manipulated treatment. The increase in reactivity primarily occurred in the groups of plant polyphenols and polycondensed aromatics, and these groups had previously been linked to supramolecular DOM complexes of higher apparent molecular weight (Kellerman et al. 2015b). We propose that increase in reactivity was triggered by the disintegration of supramolecular complexes, and a resulting diminishing influence of hydrophobic interactions, multiple hydrogen bonds and steric hindrance.

The photoproduced compounds that were formed as a result of UV pretreatment were not restricted to a particular chemical group, and did not show a systematic trend in reactivity. This demonstrates that apart from commonly described aliphatic and highly reactive compounds (Moran and Zepp 1997), photoproducts can include slowly degrading DOM capable of supporting bacterial metabolism on longer timescales.

Finally, paper III demonstrates the advantages of using ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry techniques in studies addressing the role of molecular properties in DOM dynamics in aquatic systems.

How does seasonality affect DOM composition and degradation potential in lakes of differing productivity and humic content, and what factors set the limits for baseline metabolism of DOM in lakes (Paper IV)?

The fate of DOM in freshwater systems is strongly linked to DOM composition (Kellerman et al. 2015a). The composition, in turn, is governed by the source (Guillemette et al. 2013) and history of biogeochemical transformations (Riedel et al. 2016) of DOM. Through seasons, lake water DOM undergoes compositional shifts, yet comprehensive studies of the effects of seasonality on DOM degradation are rare.

In paper IV we used standardized (3 months at 20°C) bioassays to compare degradation potential of lake DOM in a temporal gradient from winter to summer, across four lakes of differing productivity and humic content. We found that in winter under ice conditions the degradation potential of DOM (measured as decay coefficient $k$) was similarly low among lakes (Figure 5). Further, using the ratio between chlorophyll $a$ and colored DOM absorbance measurement ($a_{440}$) as a proxy of algal versus terrestrial influence, we found that increasing share of algal DOM from ice-melt to ice-free conditions was accompanied by increasing DOM degradation potential, and this effect was stronger in more productive lakes.
Analysis of isotopic signatures ($\delta^{13}$C) showed that under ice conditions in March, the terrestrial contribution to respiration approached 100% in all lakes. Interestingly, just one month earlier in one of the more productive lakes up to 28% of respiration was still supported by autochthonous carbon. Considering that photosynthesis under ice is limited, this result emphasizes that not all autochthonous DOM is short lived: some of it can remain in lake water from summer through autumn and fuel slow decomposition under the ice. Toward the summer, reliance of respiration on terrestrial carbon was decreasing, and this decrease was especially steep in the productive lakes. Yet, even in the more productive lake Lilla Sångaren terrestrial carbon supported about half of microbial respiration in summer, suggesting that terrestrial DOM is important for microbial metabolism even in the presence of alternative, readily available energy sources.

While some general trends, such as transition toward more aromatic DOM in winter, existed among all lakes, each lake preserved its unique compositional identity through the seasons. This was suggested by the distinct separated positions of different lakes on the PCA plot constructed from optical indices and PARAFAC components as indicators of DOM composition.

Considering that the studied lakes covered a broad gradient of productivity and humic content, the similarity in degradation potential of winter DOM among the lakes is striking. We connect this result to the concept of baseline metabolism. While low temperatures are typically thought to be responsible for the slow metabolism in winter, we here show that DOM quality is another important factor constraining utilization of carbon. There is an idea that rapid intermittent metabolism of labile compounds is underlain by a continuous slow metabolism of longer-living substrates (Tranvik 1992, McCallister and del Giorgio 2008, Solomon et al. 2013, Guillemette et al. 2013). Our results agree with this idea and we show that as algal and fresh terrestrial DOM inputs become depleted, lakes

![Figure 5. Seasonal variability in the initial decay coefficient $k$ estimated using the reactivity continuum model of DOM decay in standardized (3 months at 20°C) lake water DOM incubation experiments. The open and filled symbols correspond to the clear water and brown water lakes, respectively (four lakes in total). The shaded area denotes the period of ice cover in winter.](image-url)
transition to slower metabolism, and respiration increasingly relies on terrestrial substrates. The fact that the degradation potential of winter DOM is similar among the contrasting lakes suggests the presence of a relatively invariant core of slowly decaying compounds of primarily terrestrial origin.

Finally, our results accentuate the importance of sunlight in seasonal trends of DOM degradation dynamics. Both photosynthesis and photochemical transformation of DOM cease in winter, cutting off the production of algal DOM and formation of smaller labile DOM fragments from recalcitrant aromatic predecessors (Moran and Zepp 1997). Apart from the rapidly decaying components, both algal (see above) and phototransformed (see papers I-III) DOM includes compounds with longer life times. This DOM is likely to continue its slow decomposition through early winter, extending the effects of sunlight beyond the ice-free season.
Conclusions and outlook

The main focus of this thesis is the relationship between composition and reactivity of lake water DOM. The main conclusions are as follows:

- Kinetics of DOM degradation respond to alterations in specific fractions of lake DOM with the dynamic shifts of reactivity continuum toward higher or lower decay rates. This was exemplified through comparison of the effects of phototransformations and partial removal of colored aromatic DOM on overall DOM degradation kinetics.

- Behavior of individual molecular constituents supports the main premise of the reactivity continuum model, namely that there is a continuous spectrum of reactivity within bulk DOM. This was demonstrated by estimating exponential decay coefficients of numerous individual molecular formulas within bulk DOM.

- Average decay rates differ between the molecular compound groups: highly unsaturated and phenolic compounds are more persistent than compounds with higher aromatic content (plant polyphenols and polycondensed aromatics), and aliphatic compounds show the highest decay rates. For aromatic compounds, reactivity additionally increases with increasing nominal oxidation state of carbon. These results derive from direct estimations of individual decay rates.

- Increased reactivity of phototransformed DOM is likely caused by disintegration of supramolecular complexes, resulting in diminishing structural constraints on decomposition. The evidence came from the detailed comparison of formulas and corresponding decay rates in non-treated versus UV-treated lake DOM.

- During transition from ice-covered to ice-free conditions growing algal influence increases degradability of lake DOM, which is especially evident in more productive lakes. In winter degradability of DOM is similarly low among different lake types, suggesting a general pattern of baseline metabolism, almost entirely supported by terrestrial carbon.

With this thesis, I contribute to understanding of the mechanisms regulating decomposition of DOM in lakes and demonstrate that intrinsic properties of DOM are important determinants of DOM decay in freshwaters. An
important practical outcome of this work is the comprehensive demonstration of the RC model as a useful tool facilitating realistic description of DOM decomposition. Empirical evidence of a reactivity continuum existing within bulk DOM, and even within different DOM fractions, indicates that labeling either of these fractions as ubiquitously recalcitrant or labile can be misleading. Future efforts should be directed toward a better mechanistic understanding of the links between composition and reactivity. Given the advances in analytical chemistry and the growing access to ultrahigh resolution techniques for DOM characterization, this becomes increasingly possible to achieve. My thesis constitutes a first step along this path, for the first time combining ultrahigh resolution characterization of complex natural OM with a comprehensive experimental approach and realistic kinetic modeling of OM decay.
Carbon is a building block of life, but it is even more abundant in dead organic matter. Remains of plants and animals in various stages of decay, as well as by-products of metabolism, constitute the largest pool of carbon in the biosphere. While in terrestrial ecosystems most of the dead organic matter accumulates in soils, in aquatic environments it is mostly present in dissolved and colloidal form, collectively referred to as dissolved organic matter, or DOM. The focus of my thesis is DOM in lakes.

Lake DOM is extensively involved in ecological and biogeochemical processes. It is a primary energy source for heterotrophic bacteria and an important carbon subsidy for higher trophic levels. It has potential to influence light regime, acid-base water chemistry, toxicity of metals, and availability of nutrients. Boreal lakes receive particularly large amounts of DOM via terrestrial runoff. Additionally, DOM can be produced internally by autotrophs. Some DOM sinks and remains in the sediments, while other fractions are decomposed by bacteria or broken down by sunlight, resulting in fluxes of CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ to the atmosphere. Globally lakes occupy only 3.7% of the non-glaciated land area, yet they emit large amounts of greenhouse gases. Therefore, there is a significant interest in identifying the main drivers of DOM decomposition in lakes. It was recently shown that molecular composition and size of DOM largely determine its fate in freshwaters. However, many aspects of the relationship between DOM composition and degradability remain unclear. A primary goal of my thesis was to improve our understanding of this relationship.

In my thesis, the links between DOM composition and decay are addressed in a series of DOM decomposition experiments. Optical methods, i.e., absorbance and fluorescence spectroscopy, are used to evaluate contribution of different fractions (e.g., aromatic versus aliphatic, high molecular weight versus low molecular weight) to bulk DOM. More detailed molecular information is provided by ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry (ESI FT-ICR-MS), which resolves composition of DOM to the level of individual molecular formula. Further, a specific model (reactivity continuum (RC) model) is used to evaluate and describe DOM decay. The RC model acknowledges the complexity of DOM as a substrate, and views DOM decomposition as an integrated decay of an infinitely large number of compounds of differing reactivity.
Study I of this thesis shows that photoinduced transformations and partial removal of colored aromatic components of DOM have profound effects on DOM degradation kinetics, mediated by the shifts in the relative share of rapidly and slowly degrading DOM fractions. Additionally, this study demonstrates the advantages of the RC model as a simple and informative tool for the description of DOM degradation kinetics.

Study II addresses the decay rates of individual molecular formulas and focuses on the assumptions of the RC model. This study directly demonstrates that individual DOM constituents form a continuous distribution of exponential decay rates within bulk DOM. The results support the idea that overall DOM decomposition pattern is a result of integrated decay of a multitude of DOM constituents. The outcomes of studies I and II imply that the RC model should be preferred over linear and discrete (multi)exponential models which incorrectly conceptualize DOM as one to three homogenous pools of constant reactivity.

Study III relates individual decay rates to specific molecular properties. We observed that, on average, highly unsaturated and phenolic compounds are more persistent than compounds with higher aromatic content (plant polyphenols and polycondensed aromatics), reactivity of which additionally increases with increasing nominal oxidation state of carbon. Aliphatic compounds are, on average, found to have the highest decay rates. Results of molecular analysis also indicate that increasing reactivity of DOM after UV exposure is linked to disintegration of supramolecular complexes.

Study IV shows that changes in relative proportions of terrestrial versus algal DOM reflect on degradability of DOM through seasons. Under ice, when algal-derived sources are at their lowest, DOM degradation potential is similarly low across lakes, irrespective of lake type (productive or humic), and bacterial respiration is primarily supported by terrestrial carbon. This can be viewed as a general pattern of baseline metabolism across boreal lakes.

All four studies in this thesis demonstrate that despite the general trends in reactivity attributed to particular DOM fractions (terrestrial, algal, aromatic, photoproduced) or large compound groups (aliphatic, highly unsaturated and phenolic, etc.), each fraction and group contains its own, smaller continuum of reactivity and can include both fast and slowly decaying constituents. Hence, labeling any of the large DOM fractions or groups as ubiquitously labile or recalcitrant can be misleading. This thesis additionally reflects that ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry is a powerful technique that can be helpful in assessing how reactivity is distributed among DOM constituents and how it responds to specific composition-altering factors, e.g., UV exposure.

Overall, I conclude that bulk DOM is a dynamic reactivity continuum, and degradation patterns of DOM are, in principle, predictable from DOM compositional properties.
Grundämnet kol är en av livets viktigaste byggstenar. Det förekommer inte bara i allt levande, utan i ännu större mängder i dött organiskt material. Rester av djur och växter i olika stadijer av nedbrytning utgör biosfärens största förråd av organiskt bundet kol. I ekosystem på land (terrestrisk ekosystem) finns det mesta av det döda organiska materialet i marken; i vatten finns det mesta i form av lösta organiska föreningar och som kolloider, dvs. som partiklar som är alltför små för att sjunka, utan håller sig kvar i vattenmassan. Tillsammans utgör dessa lösta och kolloidala organiska ämnen så kallat löst organiskt material ("dissolved organic matter", DOM). Min avhandling handlar om DOM i insjöar.


Sjöar täcker en liten del av kontinenterna, endast 3.7% av det isfria landskapets yta. Trots detta avger de stora mängder växthusgaser till atmosfären, till stor del som ett resultat av nedbrytning av DOM. Det är därför viktigt att utröna vilka faktorer som driver nedbrytningen av DOM i sjöar. Det har nyligen visats att mekanismerna för hur DOM bryts ner och försvinner i sjövatten till stor del är en funktion av DOM’s molekylära sammansättning. Sambanden mellan kemiska strukturer och nedbrytbarhet är dock till stora delar okänd. Det övergripande målet med denna avhandling är att öka vår kunskap om dessa samband.

I en serie experiment avseende nedbrytning av DOM har jag undersökt hur dess sammansättning påverkar hur det bryts ned. Optiska metoder, dels spektrofotometri och dels spektrofluorometri, ger via organiska ämnens färg
och fluorescens övergripande information om kemisk sammansättning och molekylvikt. Jag använde dessa metoder för att undersöka förekomsten av olika fraktioner i DOM, till exempel aromatiska jämfört med alifatiska strukturer, och molekyler med hög respektive låg molekylvikt. För att få mer detaljerad information använde jag ”electrospray ionization Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry” (ESI FT-ICR-MS), en analysmetod med extremt hög upplösning, med förmåga att samtidigt identifiera och särskilja flera tusen olika komponenter som tillsammans utgör DOM, ner till nivån av enskilda molekylformler.

Parallellt med kemisk analys har jag undersökt nedbrytningsmönster hos DOM med hjälp av en modell (“reactive continuum model”, RC-modellen), som återspeglar komplexiteten i hur materialet bryts ner, utifrån teorin att det organiska materialet utgör ett kontinuerligt spektrum av ett mycket stort antal komponenter, som samtidigt var och en bryts ner exponentiellt, men med sinsemellan olika hastighet.

Den första studien i min avhandling visar att fotokemiska förändringar i DOM, som naturligt förekommer som en följd av solens ultraviolett strålning, har stor inverkan på nedbrytningsmönstren. Belysning av DOM medförde en förskjutning till högre nedbrytningshastighet. Tidigare studier har fokuserat på mycket labila föreningar som bildas fotokemiskt, och sedan bryts ner mycket snabbt av mikroorganismer, inom timmar eller dagar. Mina resultat visar att de fotokemiska förändringarna också innebär förhöjd nedbrytningshastighet under månader. Dessutom visar undersökningen att RC-modellen är ett enkelt och informativt verktyg för att beskriva DOM’s nedbrytningskinetik.


I den tredje delen av avhandlingen kopplar jag nedbrytningshastigheten hos individuella komponenter till deras molekylära egenskaper. Kraftigt omtättade och fenoliska föreningar var överlag mer moståndskraftiga mot nedbrytning än föreningar med högt aromatiskt innehåll (växtpolyfenoler och polykonserverade aromatiska föreningar). Dessa föreningars nedbrytning var snabbare ju mer oxiderade de var. Alifatiska föreningar uppvisade de högsta nedbrytningshastigheterna. Resultatet av analysen av molekylära egenskaper indikerar också ökad nedbrytningshastighet efter belysning med UV-strålning. Därmed kan samma molekyler visa olika nedbrytbarhet beroende på hur de uppträder i den naturliga miljön. Att de är mer svårnedbrytbara före belysning kan bero på att de i större utsträckning
undgår nedbrytning, genom att de skyddas från nedbrytande enzymer till följd av att de är ”gömda” i kolloider eller grupper av molekyler.

I den fjärde studien följde vi DOM:s sammansättning och nedbrytningsmönet under en säsong i flera sjöar, från vinter till sommar. Vi visar att förändringar i den relativa andelen av DOM som har ursprung antingen i material från omgivande marker, eller från sjöns egen primärproduktion via bland annat planktiska algers fotosyntes, var relaterad till DOM:s nedbrytbarhet. På vintern, medan sjöarna fortfarande var islagda och tillgången till ljus var mycket låg, var andelen DOM med ursprung i alger minimal. Vid denna tid på året var nedbrytningspotentialen låg och likartad i de studerade sjöarna, oavsett deras karaktär (brunvattensjöar i skogslandskapet, jämfört med näringsrika sjöar). Bakteriernas aktivitet var under denna tid huvudsakligen beroende av organiskt material från land. Detta kan tolkas som att sjöarna under vintern uppvisar en basmetabolism, understödd av organiskt material från land med begränsad nedbrytbarhet.

Sammantaget visar min avhandling att det finns en generell trend i nedbrytbarhet och nedbrytningshastighet vid jämförelse av olika specifika fraktioner av DOM (till exempel terrestert, av algursprung, aromatiskt, eller fotokemiskt modifierat) eller större grupper av föreningar (till exempel alifatiska eller kraftigt omättade och fenoliska föreningar). Var och en av dessa grupper uppvisar samtidigt ett eget reaktivitetskontinuum, och innehåller komponenter som bryts ned både hastigt och mycket långsamt. Detta visar att breda fraktioner av organiskt material inte kan klassificeras övergripande som antingen labila eller motståndskraftiga mot nedbrytning.

Jag visar i denna avhandling att masspektrometri med ultrahög upplösning är en kraftfull metod för att karakterisera DOM, och hur fördelningen av olika delar av DOM påverkas av specifika yttre faktorer som påverkar den kemiska sammansättningen, till exempel solens UV-ljus.

En viktig slutsats är att DOM utgör ett dynamiskt kontinuum av komponenter som bryts ned i olika hastighet. Därmed är DOM:s nedbrytningsmönster principiellt förutsägbar utifrån kemiska egenskaper hos de tusentals olika kemiska formler som det är uppbyggt av.
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